COMPASSION
With the world being torn apart by war,
we won’t move any further, that’s a fact for sure.
A helping hand, a kind smile,
tiny little actions that can go a mile.
When we see someone all gloomy and low,
a little bit compassion isn’t so hard to show.
Airs of superiority we must try to lose,
make an effort to step into everyone’s shoes.
the idea of goodwill had grown so vague,
evil and ill-will is spreading like a plague.
So think more as ‘us’ and less as ‘me’
and you can know happiness that’s truly free
for making a difference, you’re never too small
a thousand miles starts with a step after all.
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MAKE IT A PASSION
Life is full of compassion
it must become our passion.
It is a virtue unparalleled
which takes your life to the next level
The best thing you can do in life
is to show compassion to a depressed mind.
We must show this to people of all age groups,
from toddlers, teens to old ones
If it wasn’t for compassion
this poem wouldn’t have been written.
It has an important role to play
in making our lives a beautiful display.
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THE SEARCH
It was a day when everything was gloom,
no flowers in the state of bloom.
I was in a dilemma.
Then I felt like Dalai Lama
I was in a new place, with no one around.
I was in a new school called Chinmaya.
Everything around just looked like Maya.
I was alone, and started to cry
I felt like a live chicken who was to get fried.
Then came a boy of twelfth, like an angel
who changed my thoughts’ angle.
But still I was in a sad mood
thinking going back home would be good
I literally had no friends
who would just adapt to my trends.
Then came another twelfth boy
who extended his hand
with whom I liked to stand.
Due to these guys’ compassion
which just removed my compulsion
Now I’ve got two new friends
to the daily trends.
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WHAT DOES IT TAKE?
Does it take much to give away that toy?
does it take much to give away that book?
that book you don’t read anymore?
Doing a little something to someone, somewhere
might turn into the kindest gesture for them.
Though the world turns colder
in every passing minute,
Compassion survives in the thoughtful actions
of a handful of us.
Be compassionate without disappointing expectations,
for the universe gives when it is least expected.
It is not a skill to be mastered,
it is but a feeling that makes us human
the feeling that says to give a little more.
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UNIQUENESS
From west to east, room to civilization,
it is found in the queerest places.
Found in all, though through few it shines.
Old to young, rich to poor, through all it traces
An immeasurable spirit of compassion
makes us unique ourselves, our true selves.
It emblazons and leads to all good
found in places deplorable or pristine
The impact remains profound
the hearts of the affected, melted
the eyes of the compassionate, enchanting
and the essence indescribable all around.
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THE NEED

A ball of fun,
White as snow, grey as slate,
With untrimmed nails,
It awaits a doomed fate.
With eyes that should brim with euphoria
It’s whimpering in a corner akin to claustrophobia
With a soul that longs for affection and existence.
Where is the love and compassion we boast to possess?
Isn’t it time to reflect, introspect and assess?
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MUSICALLY YOURS

When no good seemed to transpire
And this man had lost all hope and faith,
A beam of light lighted her and she descended upon him.
She gave him now powers and hope.
He respected her and she transformed him,
Today he wrote a letter to her which read:
Dear Music
You are the most compassionate person
That God has chosen for me to meet.
You listened patiently to all I had to say.
You were there for me when no one else was.
And today, all I have to say is “Thank You!”
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WIN THE HEARTS
To give without love is a crime indeed,
And to give with it is a great deed.
Life is not all about greed
Forgo things that you don’t need.
And from the grips of poverty, souls will be freed.
To give, things are bestowed on everyone
But the heart to the hopeful or none.
When you do give, with the supreme you are one,
When and only when you don compassion,
Can hearts be won.
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COMPASSION

Like a mother’s endearing kiss.
Like a father’s eager ears even after a long day’s work.
Like the Mother Ganga that nourishes everything it touches.
Like the deciduous trees offering its shade to everyone.
Like that sick man over there, his efforts to make everyone
around him jubilant.
Like those silent wealthy men, providing the needy, who prove
they are wealthy at heart as well.
Like our mother earth on whom we stamp upon but still offers
us life.
Look around you, compassionate beings spreading love
selflessly.
So the question is. Are you?
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SEARCH FOR LIGHT!

Come to my heart and feel the depths of me,
Only when you have the depth to see
Many teardrops falling upon my face
Pouring stream of sadness in this well known place.
Ask me if you feel the pain inside
Say you do if you realize
Sometimes pain comes from love
It comes from sadness and joy .
Only say it if you know its real,
Never if you cannot feel as I feel.
Let compassion be our passion,
As it serves human being
A way to bring light
Where darkness has reign.
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A NEW SIGHT
There’s a little girl on the street side
she has a pretty face which she wants to hide
and nobody’s there to give her hope
and she just wants to fade away
The people around her take no notice of her soul
ad she imagines everybody is bad as a whole
then comes around this woman
with glittering eyes and a warm smile
She looks down at the girl
and takes her along for a swirl
the woman gave her a new life
and the girl was to never be sad again
All we know and all we want
is to look behind the masks and search for a new sight.
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ALL ABOUT CHOICES

From the chirps of the birds
to the rustle of the leaves
and from the micro to the macro organisms
their compassion awaits
Deep in the oceans
and high up in the air
there’s compassion everywhere

The cool breeze soothes our heart
and motivates us to do our part
nature in our mart
with compassion in our cart
So preserve the voice of our nature; our choice.
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COMPASSION

A force that binds, a force that frees,
A divine sentiment instilled within us
From a realm beyond , it is.
The foundation of unity
The destroyer of destruction
The serene light in the realms of darkness, it is.
The source of joy,
The pillar of support
The reason of existence, it is.
A world with no wars,
No conflicts, no differences,
Possible with this element, it is.
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COMPASSION
I wish for a world
That dwells in compassion
Where not one soul would face depression
That worlds would be mine
Where no child will face life without a parent
No soul will be without a friend
No wars and no blood shed
That world would be mine
Alas that world would remain a dream
Far away from reality
Forces conspire, keep us away from these dreams
The only world we know
Is the one of aggression and cruelty.
When the clock strikes twelve,
We will break our silence.
It will be time for us to yell and protest,
For when together, every action
will be remembered to eternity.
Then it will not remain a world of mine,
But it’ll be yours too, the best.
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COMPASSION
Being compassionate,
Is thinking about others.
Being compassionate,
is doing something for others.
A mother giving up everything she has,
She is and she’ll ever, be for her child
shows compassion.
A father devoting all his energy and time
for the welfare of his child,
shows compassion.
Being compassionate,
Is being selfless.
Being compassionate,
Is making a sacrifice that benefits
Anyone but YOU.
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